Flying Club On Wing in Summer

Contingent of Tech Society Participates In Meet At Elmiran

Under the leadership of Jack Walton and with a contingent of the Aeronautical Society, participated in the National Soaring Contest at Elminar, N. Y., last June 21st to 25th.


In preparing for the contest, during the two weeks and the flight held last year, the society built a tapping wing for their flying feodals. This wing was designed by two of their members, John J. Waller, '39, and Barnard B. Robbins, '39. Those who were to participate in the contest went to Concord, New Hampshire for five days of intensive training.

Technology Glider

At Elminar the society made not only the gliders for which they had built tapping wings, but also Franklin Utility and an Alfaro glider. These gliders were to be used in the flight at Concord, N. H.

Landing At Laconia

A hundred bankers, delegated by the American Bankers Association convention in Boston, toured the Institute buildings Wednesday.

The visitors were welcomed by President Irwin H. Schell, who addressed them in the Main Lobby.

The group, in charge of Mr. Will L. Jones, toured the Institute with a military escort of R. O. T. C. officers. A demonstration of the workings of the Spectroscopy Laboratory and of the private schools for weekly sessions. William H. Davis, '39, is superintending the work of the new buildings.
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Attendance Large At Menorah Society's Dance
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The Lounger received a special letter of thanks from a Tech friend who had found himself stuck, apparently indiscovered, up a girl staircase or taken trips, either to nearby groups for a few months of the private schools for weekly sessions. William H. Davis, '39, is supervising the work of the new buildings.
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